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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Great experience working with Troy! Very easy
process from start to finish. He knows the product well and made excellent recommendations.
Highly recommend. Thank you! Troy provided us top notch, professional customer service. This
dealership provides an approachable and easy vibe. It was overall an excellent experience for
our family! Wonderful experience. Troy was extremely knowledgeable and anticipated every
question I would have. Phil Milewski was a beautiful young man to be my salesperson he had
patience and understood exactly what I was looking for he was the BEST I give him stars. Phil
Milewski worked hard for me and we closed the deal quickly. Phil was always accessible even
after hours and as a result I highly recommend him. Thank you Phil. He is friendly, personable,
and treats you like family. I bring my business to this dealership solely because of him. I always
feel very well taken care of by him. Phil provided exceptional customer service during my car
buying experience. This was my first time purchasing a BMW. As a first time BMW owner, Phil
showcased his high level of expertise on the vehicles. This vehicle was a birthday gift to myself
and during the entire sales experience Phil went above and beyond to find a vehicle that had
both the interior, exterior, and features I wanted but also was in my price range. Phil was very
efficient, and attentive and quickly identified vehicles he thought I would enjoy. Even though
Phil works for WG, from the first phone call until he handed me the keys, I always felt like he
was looking out for my best interests. It was also a pleasure dealing with Corey, Troy and the
rest of the team. In a world of "let the buyer beware", THIS was a great experience. Ed Salloum
was very impressive when it came to customer service, knowledge of the car and
professionalism. Jim Kostack and his staff made it very easy to do business. I am extremely
pleased with my xi! I even a minor issue after delivery and Jim facilitated a loaner through
service and got it taken care of quickly. Reason for reporting the review: Select Your email
address:. Dealer Reviews Find the best dealership for you. Service Reviews Find good folks to
fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right car for you. Car Recalls Make sure your car is safe to
drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. All Salespeople. Sales Department. West German
BMW. Sales: Call Dealership Customer Service. Quality of Work. Overall Experience. A
dealership's rating is calculated by averaging scores from reviews received in the past 24
months. Read Reviews. BMW of Silver Spring 4. February 22, Very easy process Read More.
Employees Worked With. Troy Pearlman 5. Report Print. Helpful 0. February 17, Corey Evans 5.
February 16, Troy was extremely knowledgeable Bill Kamberogiannis 5. Other Employees :
Jessica weiss. February 15, Phil Milewski was a beautiful young man to be my salesperson he
had patience and understood exactly what I was looking for he was the BEST I give him stars
Read More. Phil Milewski 5. January 27, He is Jeremy Goilis 5. January 26, January 25, Helpful 1.
January 21, Edward Salloum 5. Helpful 2. January 08, Dave Reedman 5. Jim Kostack 5. Please
be as descriptive as possible. We ask that reviewers read your private response within 5 days.
This is a measure put in place to help identify fraudulent posts on the site, and in some cases
we may determine that the review is not subject to removal even when the reviewer has not read
your response. Which review do you believe this to be a duplicate of? Please provide the screen

name, date, etc. Please provide any identifying information that you have regarding the former
employee that you believe wrote the review â€” full name, email, social media links, anything
that will help us research a connection between the review and that person. Please let us know
what leads you to believe that this review was posted fraudulently. Which dealership do you
believe this review was meant for, and what leads you to believe the review was posted to the
incorrect page? Please let us know what leads you to believe that this review should be
removed from the page. Please provide the exact content of the review that you feel is
inappropriate. Cancel Submit. Enter your starting address. Mike went above and beyond, he is
friendly, knowledgable and truly a pleasure to deal with. Great experience with an easy,
hassle-free process. Would definitely recommend the dealership. My case of purchasing a BMW
car was difficult and it was first time experience with West German dealership. Almost a day I
spent with Mike prince, an amazing man who is a well experienced sales person. He is a good
listener, understanding the case and willing to go exgtra mile with customers. He worked out an
impossible situation and made it possible for me to get my first BMW!! Mike did a Get good job
on the sales end. No issues with anything this far. This is. Mike did an excellent job describing
different vehicle options for us, simplifying the confusing array of options for the vehicle we
ultimately selected and he and the dealership were very competitive with pricing. On delivery of
purchased car, Mike was great at explaining how all the hi tech options worked and continues to
follow up with us weeks later. Would definitely recommend West German and Mike Prince. I
would also add that the Credit and Sales Managers were very nice and efficient during my
interactions. Washington, PA are amazing. Mike is friendly, knowledgable, and courteous. He is
responsive and organized when it comes to placing the order for the vehicle, following the
progress of the vehicle as it is in production, and patient when it comes to answering questions
during the set-up process, as well as the buying process. This was a long-distance purchase.
The car was exactly as promised. It was a CPO vehicle and the car was in great condition. Mike
Prince was very honest and exhibited high integrity. West German was not the high pressure,
up selling experience I wanted to avoid. Mike Prince who is aptly names was terrific. I knew
approximately the make and style of BMW I was looking for. Mike was knowledgeable and
polite. He answered all of my questions and anticipated my requirements. The finance guy Graig
Gilmore was patient and explained the options well too. Courtney Sadegh was my first contact
with WG. She was great also. She got me hooked up with Mike as my sales associate. Could not
have been a better sales experience! Mike Prince made my wife and my car buying experience
so much easier than expected. We both ended up getting new cars on the same day. He truly
listened to us when we talked about our budgets and what we were looking for from our new
cars and found us exactly what we were both looking for. He didn't try to oversell us or try to
convince us to spend beyond our planned budget and found us the cars that fit our needs.
Definitely plan to return whenever we are looking for our next new car. I took my BMW in for my
scheduled service on Monday morning. I could understand if it was busy but at in the morning
the AM rush was gone. Thirty minutes after I arrived I was out the door, later in the day I was
called with a follow up on what my car needed. During the conversation I inquired about the tire
service plan I purchased when I leased my car. Later when he called to tell me the car was ready
I asked if he was able to get the service plan we discussed earlier. He stated he was working on
it. Three hours later when I arrived to pick up my car, there was no document for me as we
discussed. When I inquired about it was instructed to go over to the finance department. The
woman at the front desk was very sweet and asked how she could help, when I told her what I
needed she went back and talk to the two gentlemen in the finance department and later came
back out asking for my email address telling me that they would send it over immediately once
they had my email. I also noticed there was a used M on the lot according to their website so I
inquired about that vehicle when I was in the showroom. Much to my surprise nobody asked if I
would like to come back to see it. To say it was a disappointed would be a complete and total
understatement. I worked with Mike Prince. Mike understood what I was looking for and what I
wanted to spend and made sure I was completely satisfied. Reason for reporting the review:
Select Your email address:. Dealer Reviews Find the best dealership for you. Service Reviews
Find good folks to fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right car for you. Car Recalls Make sure
your car is safe to drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. All Salespeople. Sales
Department. West German BMW. Sales: Call Dealership Customer Service. Quality of Work.
Overall Experience. A dealership's rating is calculated by averaging scores from reviews
received in the past 24 months. Read Reviews. BMW of Silver Spring 4. April 26, Read More.
Employees Worked With. Mike Prince. Report Print. Helpful 0. April 25, Nevin Horst 5. Other
Employees : Mike Prince. April 07, April 05, April 04, Michael Prince,. Jeremy Goilis 5. Other
Employees : excellent. April 03, March 19, February 21, Please be as descriptive as possible. We
ask that reviewers read your private response within 5 days. This is a measure put in place to

help identify fraudulent posts on the site, and in some cases we may determine that the review
is not subject to removal even when the reviewer has not read your response. Which review do
you believe this to be a duplicate of? Please provide the screen name, date, etc. Please provide
any identifying information that you have regarding the former employee that you believe wrote
the review â€” full name, email, social media links, anything that will help us research a
connection between the review and that person. Please let us know what leads you to believe
that this review was posted fraudulently. Which dealership do you believe this review was
meant for, and what leads you to believe the review was posted to the incorrect page? Please let
us know what leads you to believe that this review should be removed from the page. Please
provide the exact content of the review that you feel is inappropriate. Cancel Submit. Enter your
starting address. A battery that had not given me any trouble before but to them was
determined to be failing but then still going on to perform the service without advising me about
the problem. I then they had to jump the car when I arrived and died multiple times the next day
causing me to be stranded. I will never go back to this dealership and they have lost my
business. Would like to thank All in Service department for a very good job. My Service advisor
is Gary Koval. He takes care of my car as it's his own. It's a very good approach! Gary has an
extraordinary customer relations skills. Thank you again and looking forward to continue
working with you. Sincerely, Leo. He was service-oriented, friendly, patient, professional, and
willing to negotiate a fair price. Franco was a fantastic sales representative, and we will
definitely buy another car from him in the future. Franco is very professional yet friendly and
goes above and beyond to assist us. The main showroom is beautiful! Just as lovely as the one
in Munich Germany. I purchased a CPO X3 and overall my experience has been great.. I had
some minor issues with the vehicle after buying but ultimately the people I needed to speak to
were very friendly and worked with me to get them resolved. In particular, I give thumbs-up to
their body shop who helped me when lesser dealers may have not.. They're a good company
that make a sincere effort to make a customer happy. I was very impressed with Franco
D'Ambruoso's attention to detail and his responsiveness. He worked hard to gain my trust. I
searched at least a dozen dealerships and I can tell you concretely that he was honest and up
front about the car's condition and willing to negotiate the price to gain my business. As a
bonus he spent time explaining the features of the car and BMW after the sale service and car
features. Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions thanks Joea Lndmrk,net
, JAntonucci. To be honest I didn't expect to buy a new car from West German since I live about.
Over a month ago, I randomly stopped into West German to test drive a Mi since the dealer is
right next to my work. This is when I met the client advisor Ed Fallon. That day I test drove the
car and told him that it would be awhile till I pulled the trigger. He gave me his card and said he
would touch base in a week or so. We caught up in roughly 2 weeks time and by then I had
decided that we wanted to get another xi rather than the Mi. I had let Ed know that I likely going
to just buy from the dealer next to my house due to the convenience. Long story short, Ed got
me to stop down to the dealership just to quickly review numbers, etc and see if I would
consider buying the car from West German. At the end of this engagement I had decided I was
more comfortable buying the car from him than the dealer that I live next to. Unlikely many other
dealers in the area Ed did not push us nor did he waste my time. He also has a wealth of
knowledge about the BMW brand and was able to answer every question we had. We will most
definitely buy another car from this dealer in the future. This dealership represents the BMW
brand to the fullest. Do not hesitate to shop at this dealership. Ask for Ed Fallon. I spent a
couple months looking for the perfect daily driver car and I winded up coming to the conclusion
that the BMW i Xdrive fully loaded, of course was my choice. My problem was, with so many
dealerships around area, which one should I choose? In addition, they answered all of my
detailed questions pertaining to the vehicle and warranty coverage. When I decided on a
vehicle, the paperwork was effortless and took minimal time, especially with the help of my
client advisor, Kate Crandley. I would recommend this dealership to anyone who wants a
superior quality vehicle for a great price, with people who care about your driving experience.
Everybody I dealt with at the dealership were very friendly and helpful. He was truly exceptional.
From the first test drives to the delivery process, Franco was thorough and answered all my
questions about getting my first BMW. He took the time to help me compare different vehicles
and was incredibly knowledgeable about the features on each vehicle. Bret Green, was my
Sales Associates and he was very helpful. He was patient in answering all my repetitive
questions. He was very prompt in responding to all my emails and messages. He has excellent
knowledge of the vehicle and explained to me all the various features, packages and options
along with the pricing information. He did not do any pressure-selling and made me feel very
comfortable. The pricing he offered was the best as compared to any other dealer. Thanks to
Costco for pointing me to this dealership! Reason for reporting the review: Select Your email

address:. Dealer Reviews Find the best dealership for you. Service Reviews Find good folks to
fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right car for you. Car Recalls Make sure your car is safe to
drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. All Salespeople. Sales Department. West German
BMW. Sales: Call Dealership Customer Service. Quality of Work. Overall Experience. A
dealership's rating is calculated by averaging scores from reviews received in the past 24
months. Read Reviews. BMW of Silver Spring 4. January 15, Read More. Employees Worked
With. Amie Graham. Report Print. Helpful 7. January 13, Sincerely, Leo Read More. Gary Koval.
Helpful 0. November 16, Francesco Dambruoso. Helpful 1. October 13, August 18, Nevin Horst.
July 28, July 02, Ed Fallon. June 26, Kate Crandley. Helpful 2. June 15, Franco D'Ambruoso.
Helpful 3. June 02, Bret Green. Please be as descriptive as possible. We ask that reviewers read
your private response within 5 days. This is a measure put in place to help identify fraudulent
posts on the site, and in some cases we may determine that the review is not subject to removal
even when the reviewer has not read your response. Which review do you believe this to be a
duplicate of? Please provide the screen name, date, etc. Please provide any identifying
information that you have regarding the former employee that you believe wrote the review â€”
full name, email, social media links, anything that will help us research a connection between
the review and that person. Please let us know what leads you to believe that this review was
posted fraudulently. Which dealership do you believe this review was meant for, and what leads
you to believe the review was posted to the incorrect page? Please let us know what leads you
to believe that this review should be removed from the page. Please provide the exact content
of the review that you feel is inappropriate. Cancel Submit. Enter your starting address. Greg
Urban of West German made buying a new car a very pleasant experience. My car was ordered
and arrived on time and was perfect. I liked best about my experience with West German was
their integrity. When I first contacted the dealership about the car I was looking for they told me
it was on the lot and when I arrived it was. I do not like when a salesperson tells you they have a
car and when you get there it is not in stock. I have always given preference to family owned
and operated businesses when making significant purchases. West German has never let me
down! I strongly recommend both their car sales and car service departments. I visited four
BMW dealerships during my new car search. I got a fair price and was treated with respect
throughout the process. I had Dave price my i a number of different ways in order to get the
options I wanted but to keep the cost below a certain threshold. He was pleasant and helpful in
every way. West German BMW is surely not the largest dealership in my area, but in my opinion
it delivers the most personal and least stressful buying experience. Though it's a bit out of my
way, I intend to return there for service. The representative needs to be able to quickly answer
my questions as well as describe any nuances of the car that typically aren't called out on the
website or in magazine articles. Greg Urban has a technical background, so we were able to get
into details very quickly and I was able to use my time well. He had an excellent knowledge of
the vehicle and answered all my questions well. Being local to the dealer, they were very willing
to be price competitive in order to secure my service business. Greg did the legwork to find the
model in the area that had my list of desired features. Finally, the close was simple and clean
and he provided just the right amount of "training" before I drove off. I've had the car a couple
weeks now and had to call with a couple of questions. They responded very quickly and I look
forward to working with West German in the future. I must say that the whole purchasing
experience was smooth and painless, but you always wonder how you are going to be treated
after the purchase has been made. At WG, that wonder can be put to rest, and I can thank my
service advisor for making that happen. He's friendly, honest, and provides great advise for
keeping my car running great. Rawle was a pleasure to work with. Great deal on my trade and
was very helpful and informative through the sales process. Delivery was very smooth. He
spent a great deal of his time making sure I knew the features of the car. Dealership did a great
job on the detailing. Care was in excellent shape on delivery. I had done considerable research
on the vehicle I was looking at xi beforehand so I was fairly prepared going into the dealership.
Andrew Kim was the sales associate who handled my purchase. He was extremely
knowledgeable and very pleasant to work with. When I first got there, we discussed what I was
looking for in a car mainly performance , which was followed up by a test drive. Although I was
pretty sure the xi was the car I wanted, the test drive definitely confirmed this. After the test
drive, Andrew and I discussed the financials of the purchase. He was very honest with me
throughout the process and made the me feel very comfortable, something other dealerships
usually fail to do. He couldn't have been further from the negative, conniving stereotype that
sometimes goes with car salesmen -- he was just the opposite. He truly made me feel like he
was a friend that had only my best interests in mind. After talking with him for about minutes, I
decided to make the purchase. Originally, I was going to take delivery the following week,
however, I contacted Andrew two days later to ask if I could take delivery that day. Despite the

fact that Andrew was not even scheduled to work that day, he still set up the arrangements to
ensure delivery that same day. I was extremely impressed and appreciative of the fact that he
was able to do this with such short notice, especially on his day off. Its been one week since the
purchase and I have absolutely no regrets. If I could do it again, I would go back to the same
dealership and deal with the exacts same sales rep. Like I said above, the experience surpassed
my expectations by a large margin. In short, purchasing the BMW couldn't have worked out any
better. Rawle Cox was all around awesome! I was in a jam because my car finally gave out on
me and within 1 hr of walking into West German I found the perfect car! He worked with me
around the clock There was consistent communication which I loved! They all worked as a
team. My particular sales person was Rawle and he was extremely knowledgeable and helpful.
Every single employee including the manager Rob congratulated me on my purchase, was more
than hospitable and made the entire process of buying my car quick and efficient. Being a
single mom, I had to bring my 7 year old son along with me and Rawle took him to a room and
put cartoons on for him as well as, manager Rob gave him snacks he had in his office. I mean it
was an all around awesome experience in which West German can expect to receive my
continued business. I'm telling everyone! Andrew was extremely cooperative and helpful. I was
on a limited time schedule, with a limited budget and he went above and beyond to help me out.
The dealership was extremely helpful and fair. Reason for reporting the review: Select Your
email address:. Dealer Reviews Find the best dealership for you. Service Reviews Find good
folks to fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right car for you. Car Recalls Make sure your car is
safe to drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. All Salespeople. Sales Department. West
German BMW. Sales: Call Dealership Customer Service. Quality of Work. Overall Experience. A
dealership's rating is calculated by averaging scores from reviews received in the past 24
months. Read Reviews. BMW of Silver Spring 4. August 09, Read More. Employees Worked
With. Greg Urban. Report Print. Helpful 0. June 15, Ed Fallon. June 10, I have Rusty Cesarini.
Helpful 1. March 08, Dave Cochran. March 03, February 28, February 22, Great deal on my Rawle
Cox. February 14, Andrew Kim. February 04, I was in a jam because January 23, I was on a
Please be as descriptive as possible. We ask that reviewers read your private response within 5
days. This is a measure put in place to help identify fraudulent posts on the site, and in some
cases we may determine that the review is not subject to removal even when the reviewer has
not read your response. Which review do you believe this to be a duplicate of? Please provide
the screen name, date, etc. Please provide any identifying information that you have regarding
the former employee that you believe wrote the review â€” full name, email, social media links,
anything that will help us research a connection between the review and that person. Please let
us know what leads you to believe that this review was posted fraudulently. Which dealership
do you believe this review was meant for, and what leads you to believe the review was posted
to the incorrect page? Please let us know what leads you to believe that this review should be
removed from the page. Please provide the exact content of the review that you feel is
inappropriate. Cancel Submit. Enter your starting address. The information you provide to Black
Book, excluding your credit score, will be shared with BMW and a BMW dealership for the
purpose of improving your car buying experience. To find a BMW Center, try a new search or
visit one of the locations by expanding the list results below. Cancel Ok. Popular Searches:.
Choose your local BMW Center. My BMW. M Models. M8 Coupe. M8 Convertible. M8 Gran
Coupe. Mi Coupe Mi xDrive Coupe. Mi Convertible Mi xDrive Convertible. Mi xDrive Gran Coupe.
Mi Sedan Mi xDrive Sedan. Mi xDrive Coupe. Mi Convertible. Mi xDrive Sedan. Mi xDrive
Convertible. Z4 M40i. X2 M35i. X3 M40i. X4 M40i. X5 M50i. X6 M50i. X7 M50i. Sports Activity
Vehicles. Additional M Models. BMW i. Other Electrified Models Learn More. Explore Local
Inventory. ZIP Code. Shopping Tools. BMW Owners. Get to know your BMW. Caring for your
BMW. Search Start new search Back to results. Filter BMW Center results by. Enter a valid ZIP
Code. Enter a valid dealer. Map View. See List Results. No results found within miles. Closest to
you:. No local results found. A new primary dealer has been selected. THE iX. Learn More.
European model shown. With BMW's online shopping tools, buying your dream car is as easy
as browsing. Shop Models. M3 Sedan. M4 Coupe. THE 2. Build Yours. THE 5. THE 8. Build the
BMW of your dreams. Start Designing. Build Your Own. Accelerate your rewards with the new
BMW credit cards. Think we're expensive? Think again. Keep your BMW pristine with brand-new
floor mats. Shop Now. Any weather. Ownership starts here. Trade- In Value. Visit Black Book.
Check Your Credit Score. See where you stand on your journey to owning a BMW. Visit Equifax.
Apply for Financing. Get Started. Stay Connected. Receive the latest offers, releases, and news
from BMW. Sign Up Now. The information you provide to Black Book, excluding your credit
score, will be shared with BMW and a BMW dealership for the purpose of improving your car
buying experience. To find a BMW Center, try a new search or visit one of the locations by
expanding the list results below. An iconic sports sedan born to be driven. The BMW Intelligent

Personal Assistant gives you complete control over vehicle settings, navigation, and
entertainment systems. Standard Active Protection and Active Guard recognize and react to
critical driving situations with protective measures. Welcome to the nexus of control,
connection, and entertainment. Enjoy vital driving data projected directly onto the windshield,
just a glance away. Eligible models include most new and BMWs. This offer cannot be used for
vehicles previously ordered or previously delivered before the aforementioned dates and is only
valid on delivery of in-stock vehicles. Offer valid on final negotiated price and may be combined
with other applicable BMW offers that are available at the time of purchase. It may not be used
toward tax, title, destination and delivery charges. Only one redemption code per vehicle may
be used. Only valid at participating dealers. Please see your participating BMW Center for
complete program details. Cancel Ok. Popular Searches:. Choose your local BMW Center. My
BMW. M Models. M8 Coupe. M8 Convertible. M8 Gran Coupe. Mi Coupe Mi xDrive Coupe. Mi
Convertible Mi xDrive Convertible. Mi xDrive Gran Coupe. Mi Sedan Mi xDrive Sedan. Mi xDrive
Coupe. Mi Convertible. Mi xDrive Sedan. Mi xDrive Convertible. Z4 M40i. X2 M35i. X3 M40i. X4
M40i. X5 M50i. X6 M50i. X7 M50i. Sports Activity Vehicles. Additional M Models. BMW i. Other
Electrified Models Learn More. Explore Local Inventory. ZIP Code. Shopping Tools. BMW
Owners. Get to know your BMW. Caring for your BMW. Search Start new search Back to results.
Filter BMW Center results by. Enter a valid ZIP Code. Enter a valid dealer. Map View. See List
Results. No results found within miles. Closest to you:. No local results found. A new primary
dealer has been selected. The 3 Overview. Build Your Own. Shop Inventory. Test Drive. BMW M.
Mi Models. The original sports sedan adds even more exhilaration to your every drive with
innovative technology and stunning design features. Efficiency is power. The Mi Sedan features
new 48V mild hybrid engine technology as standard for enhanced eBoost power and greater
efficiency. Vibrant colors. The metallic shine and intense hue of the newly available Phytonic
Blue Metallic add an exciting touch to your exterior. Optimal optics. The original 3 Series Sedan
brought power, agility, and spirit to the everyday driver. In its seventh generation, that
performance has only grown more pronounced. The power to push forward. Explore the e.
Class-defining handling. New dimensions of performance. With M-engineered components
including brakes, suspension, and a 3. Explore the Mi. Sleek, wide, and low, the exterior of the
BMW 3 Series Sedan was molded for aerodynamic excellence and aesthetic greatness.
Available Vernasca Leather upholstery and
ford fiesta repair manual free
kenmore refrigerator parts diagram
chevy fuel pressure specs
polished interior details set the atmosphere for spirited drives. Make an impression on every
road with up to 19" M wheels and a range of vibrant exterior colors. With a driver-centric layout
and personalized digital interactions, the advanced cockpit is focused more than ever on you.
At your service. Increase your peace of mind. Connect your way. Added safety innovations.
Driving data in your line of sight. The 3 Series Sedan is the definitive benchmark of the sports
sedan segment. Start Shopping. Contact Dealer. The BMW 3 Series is a compact sedan that can
seat up five passengers. This system delivers enhanced traction for both dry roads and adverse
weather conditions. BMW Ultimate Care is a comprehensive maintenance plan that covers all
factory-recommended maintenance services for eligible models. The maintenance coverage
period is for the first 3 years or 36, miles, whichever comes first. Statistics Summary. EPA
Classification. Compact sedan. Fuel Economy. See Full Specifications.

